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Downings Marquee Rentals is the leading marquee tent infrastructure company in South Africa.

As the leading marquee infrastructure company in
South Africa, we pride ourselves on offering cutting-
edge solutions tailored to both eventful celebrations
and pragmatic industrial requirements. Our marquees
and semi-permanent structures, defined by style and
quality, reflect our 20+ years of expertise. Our wide
range of marquees encompasses state-of-the-art
prefabricated metal structures, each designed to cater
to the unique needs of any event, regardless of its scale. 

From intimate gatherings to semi-permanent
warehousing, we ensure that each structure we erect is
not just a space but an embodiment of premium finishes
and studious quality assurance. We are pioneers in the
marquee rental industry, committed to customized,
cutting edge solutions, continuous innovation and
consistently setting new standards in quality and service.
Our vision is expansive, aiming to enrich our footprint
across the African continent and focusing on a new
industrial approach.

WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN THE
FOLLOWING SECTORS

Weddings & celebrations
Events & festivals
Fashion shows
Sporting events
Product launches
Exhibitions & conferences
Food halls & kitchens
Humanitarian aid & disaster relief
Temporary housing
Warehousing & industrial buildings
Aircraft & military
Agriculture & mining
And more

GET A QUOTE

https://downingsmarquee.co.za/quotation-request/


Downings Marquee Rentals, boasting over 20 years of experience in industry expertise, shines as an epitome of
innovation and unmatched excellence in the marquee rental sector, distinguishing itself not only in South Africa but
also as a prominent player on the international stage.

Downings Marquee Rentals exemplifies the apex of premium quality, unmatched durability, and an unwavering
dedication to customized excellence. Founded by Richard Downing in 2000, who was armed with a civil engineering
background and invaluable international experience, he saw the untapped potential in South Africa's events industry.
He first introduced Downings with a traditional peg and pole marquee tent, however, revolutionizing the industry by
transcending mere shelters; with architectural masterpieces and adhering to the rigorous European standards. We
present an array of unique, avant-garde marquees, unrivaled in their sophistication and elegance.

Our story is one of growth, cutting-edge innovation, and steadfast commitment. Emerging from modest origins, we
have ascended to remarkable heights, owning some of the largest temporary structures across South Africa. This
stands as proof of our unparalleled ability to cater to events of every scale and scope, ranging from intimate gatherings
to large-scale corporate events and industrial warehousing.

Richard Downing's insight, "Our marquees are architecturally distinct, and just about everything we do is different to
what is available," captures the essence of our individuality and commitment to delivering an exceptional experience. 

OUR STORY

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Event infrastructure management
Unique & different marquee styles
Long term rental & storage marquees
Event flooring & carpeting
Lighting
Marquee linings / draping
Climate control and ablution facilities
Site & technical drawings
Health, safety and legislation compliance

LEARN MORE

https://downingsmarquee.co.za/marquee-solutions/


A – FRAME

Discover the elegance of our A-frame marquee structures, where architectural beauty meets
practical design. These marquees, renowned for their simple A-frame silhouette, with their
sleek lines and durable construction, offer a perfect blend of functionality and style. The A-
frame structure, known for its sturdiness and sizable interiors, provides an ideal setting for any
event.

MARQUEE
STRUCTURES

SINGLE RADIUS SHORT CURVE WITH OVERHANG

The Single Radius Short Curve with Overhang Marquee, is a distinguished offering from
Downings Marquee Rentals, which exemplifies functional elegance. This structure, echoing
the appeal of the long curve design, however adding the practicality of an overhang, provides
a unique aesthetic and practical advantage. The overhang adds an element of protection and
versatility, making it ideal for outdoor events. This feature is beneficial for industries such as
outdoor exhibitions and exclusive hospitality venues, where the overhang can serve as a
sheltered space for receptions, displays, or outdoor lounging areas, which can enhance the
overall guest experience.

SINGLE RADIUS LONG CURVE

Our Single Radius Long Curve Marquee is a canvas of modern design and engineering. Its
graceful arched and elongated curve presents a visually stunning and unique profile that
stands out in any setting. This marquee structure offers substantial functional benefits and
ensures efficient space utilization, making it exceptionally suited for large-scale events such
as exhibitions, trade shows, and large celebrations. This is an ideal marquee to blend
elegance with practicality after such as clubhouse, pop up restaurants, exhibitions etc.

LOTUS

The Lotus Marquee structure from Downing's Marquee Rentals is inspired by the elegance of
the lotus flower. This marquee features a unique design that is both eye-catching and
functional. The Lotus Marquee adds a touch of natural beauty to the event and allows for
flexible space utilization. This structure is especially suited for industries that value creativity
and distinctiveness, such as exclusive product launches, boutique gatherings, or high-end
exhibitions.



CATHEDRAL

Our Cathedral Marquee structure is a standout creation from our collection at Downings
Marquee Rentals. This structure is a true embodiment of grandeur and architectural
excellence. Characterized by its towering peak and expansive interiors, this marquee mimics
the essence of a cathedral. Its soaring ceiling and spacious layout make it ideal for events that
demand a mix of elegance and capacity, such as large-scale gala events and luxurious
weddings. The Cathedral Marquee's presence captivates the eye and offers a matchless
atmospheric experience, suited for those seeking to make a statement of sophistication.

MARQUEE
STRUCTURES

DOUBLE DECKER MULTI-LEVEL

The Double Decker Multi-Level Marquee is the essence of innovative event space solutions.
This marquee is an awe in engineering and design, offering two levels of event space, which
effectively doubles the usable area without increasing the ground footprint. This feature is
particularly beneficial for venues with limited space such as trade shows, exhibitions, and
corporate events, where maximizing space is crucial. The upper level provides a unique
vantage point for guests while the lower level serves as the primary event area. The Double
Decker Multi-Level Marquee is a testament to our commitment to providing versatile and
space-efficient solutions for any event need.

DOUBLE VOLUME

Our Double Volume Marquee structure is designed with a heightened structure, essentially
doubling the vertical space, which creates a new level of atmosphere inside. The increased
ceiling height enhances the visual appeal and allows for a more elaborate decor and lighting
installations. This feature is particularly advantageous for industries where space is foremost,
such as conference events, disaster relief and upscale exhibitions.

SNOW PEAK

The Snow-Peak Marquee, is an offering that epitomizes versatility and style at Downings
Marquee Rentals. Characterized by its distinctive peaked roof, this structure stands out for its
robust design and clean finish, making it an ideal choice for a range of industries. Its unique
peak provides enhanced stability and weather resistance, making it perfect for outdoor
events, from high-end corporate functions to sporting events.



The Downings Marquee Rentals
name has become synonymous
with quality marquee rental.

At Downings Marquee
Rentals, we understand the
importance of a successful

event. 

EST 2000

Embark on a journey of unparalleled elegance and sophistication for your next event with
Downings. Our cutting-edge, architecturally modern structures are waiting to transform your
vision into a breathtaking reality. Whether it is a wedding, a corporate gala, or an industrial
requirement, we have the perfect solution built to impress; and engineered to last. Connect with
us today to explore how our state-of-the-art structures can elevate your event, without any
delivery limitations, which has a level of excellence and glory beyond your imagination. Let
Downings Marquee Rentals be the canvas on which you paint your event's success story. Contact
us now – your extraordinary event is just a conversation away.

CONTACT US

downings.co.za  |  marquees@downings.co.za  |  National: +27 81 365 6777

Follow us on social media:

https://downingsmarquee.co.za/contact/
https://downingsmarquee.co.za/
mailto:marquees@downings.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/DowningsSA/
https://www.instagram.com/downings_marquee/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/downings-marquee-rentals/?viewAsMember=true

